Rising Sun Pictures - Junior Pipeline/Software Developers

Rising Sun Pictures (RSP) require two junior pipeline/software developers for our Sydney studio.

RSP is the only Australian visual effects company that is exclusively dedicated to feature film visual effects. Founded in 1995, RSP has collaborated with the industry’s top film makers on award winning films such as The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, and The Last Samurai as well as the blockbuster hits Charlotte’s Web, Blood Diamond, Harry Potter & the Goblet of Fire and Superman Returns. RSP has recently completed work on Harry Potter & The Order of the Phoenix, The Last Mimzy and 28 Weeks Later, and is in production on Australia, The Dark is Rising, The Ruins, and Where the Wild Things Are.

As a company we aim to encourage and develop our employees in a relaxed, collaborative environment. People coming to RSP should be prepared to contribute and to take on responsibility, as well as valuing other’s viewpoints. The purpose of this approach is to achieve collective results that the participants would be incapable of accomplishing working alone.

For more information about RSP please visit our website http://www.rsp.com.au

Primarily we are looking for people who are bright and keen to learn.

Desired qualities/qualifications:

* Experience in VFX not a requirement
* A degree in computer science, engineering, science or related discipline.
* Someone who enjoys working with, and learning from, other people
* A strong interest in writing good software
* Knowledge of Python mostly with some Ruby/C/C++
* Working knowledge of Linux
* An interest in user interface design a plus
* Some database experience/knowledge a plus
In this role you will be part of a team developing and supporting RSP's internal pipeline tools, which help artists create visual effects. This role provides an excellent opportunity to enter the VFX industry.

This is a three month contract for an immediate start with the potential to extend.

Please send all applications and CV's to employment@rsp.com.au with 'Junior Pipeline/Software Developers' in the subject.